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MASKS OLD AND NEW

PART I  — Introducing masks  
A new face; the origins of masks;  
death masks; ancestral spirits;
theatrical masks; royal masques

PART 2 — Suggested classroom activities
        (for these activities the images 
        in Part 4 should be printed out)                   

Learning from masks;  face value; caricature; 
the influence of colour;  common facial 
features;  behind the  mask;  
protective masks;  breathing space

PART 3 — How to make simple masks
Ideas for construction;  adding decoration; 
how to make a bird mask

PART 4 — Looking at the images
Ancient and modern masks 
     Antler frontlet, Yorkshire           
     Egyptian funerary mask  
     Roman actor’s mask  
     Peruvian fox head-dress
     Italian carnival mask
Warrior helmets        
     Sutton Hoo helmet 
     Ottoman war mask
     Japanese Samurai helmet
South America                
     Bolivian devil mask
     Guatamalan snarling mask
North America and Canada 
     Tlingit raven mask
     Ceremonial mask
     Kwakwaka’waka mask
     Thunderbird mask
     Nuxalk mask     
Australia    
     Turtle-shell mask
Papua New Guinea    
     Eharo spirit mask
Indonesia    
     Mask of a prince
     Javanese actor’s mask 
Japan and Korea     
     Korean Demon mask 
     Japanese No mask
     Japanese Miniature No masks
Tibet             
     Dancing mask
     Monastic mask     
Sri Lanka
     Curing mask

Antler frontlet, Yorkshire

  Kwakwaka’waka mask
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INTRODUCTION

Today plastic Hallowe’en ghouls 
or Donald Duck masks are mass-
produced to amuse children.  However,  
behind the history of the mask lie 
deeper human desires.  A mask hides 
the face, or creates a new one.  The 
purpose of mask wearing in some parts 
of the world is to conjure up spirits.  In 
others, it merely adds a little mystery 
and fun to life.   

 Mask making calls for considerable 
ingenuity and artistry.  The 25 examples 
in this set show how the design of 
masks and helmets crosses boundaries 
of time and space.  The gold Egyptian 
mummy mask is as finely wrought as the 
Ottoman soldier’s iron helmet.  In Bolivia 

Jaguar mask head- dress secured 
with a chin-strap, part of a costume 
worn by a pre-Columbian Mixtec 
warrior in Central America

a pagan ritual mask has evolved into a 
Christian carnival mask, with devil horns 
and light-bulb eyes.  Buddhist monks 
in Sri Lanka use ‘curing’ masks to fend 
off spirits bearing disease, rather as 
doctors and dentists put on lightweight 
masks as protection against germs. 

 These notes examine four types 
of mask: actors masks, death masks, 
ritual and religious masks and protective 
masks.  Of the last kind, the heavy 
helmets worn with cumbersome armour, 
displayed in museums, or even more 
fanciful war costumes (as left),  are simply  
traditional versions of headgear worn 
nowadays by astronauts and bikers. 
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WEARING A NEW FACE
A mask is a new face. When a person wears 
a mask his or her features are hidden.  That 
person’s identity is concealed and through the 
mask a new identity is presented which fits the 
situation in which the mask is used.  Masks 
are worn for many reasons, for example in 
ceremonies and festivals, and for acting, as 
a disguise. 
 The most common types of masks 
encountered in the western world are worn 
either for protection or amusement.  Children 
use masks in their games, at carnivals and 
fancy dress parties.  These are purely for 
disguise:  there is no intention of personifying 
the character of the mask.   The deep and often 
complex meaning retained in mask-wearing 
in many non-western cultures is missing.  
 Protective masks are used in sports 
such as ice-hockey, American football and 
fencing, and when doing jobs such as welding, 
diving and nursing.  Today, the motor cyclist’s 
crash helmet is probably the most common 
protective mask in everyday use.  The Sutton 
Hoo helmet is an example of a medieval 
protective mask, although it is so elaborately 
ornamented that it was probably never worn 
in battle.

THE ORIGINS OF MASKS
The origin of masks is not clear.  The earliest 
evidence for their use, dating from 30,000 
to 15,000 years ago, has been found in 
cave paintings in France and Spain.  These 
murals show people wearing animal masks 
— perhaps illustrating a ritual to ensure a 
successful hunt. 
 Contemporary animal masks can 
still be found in cultures where hunting was 
the traditional way of life, for example the 
antler frontlet.  A hunter may wear a mask  
representing a harmless animal, to allay the 
suspicions of his prey and allow him to get 
within closer range of his weapon.  If they 
were not associated with hunting, it is possible 
that the masks in cave paintings represented 
ancestral spirits in animal form, as they still 
do in Australian aboriginal society where 
totemism is an element in the belief system.

Protective mask in a hospital theatre 
…and in another kind of theatre, 
the mask of ‘Zorro the avenger’

Metal mask, worn in a welding shop
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Part 4 — Looking at the images




